Pokewalker Resetting Question

SUPERTOADFAN 7 posts since Apr 12, 2010
Every so often, the steps on my Pokewalker will reset. It had that problem before I changed the battery last month, but it shouldn't still be having that problem..? It's only reset the steps a couple of times since I changed the battery, but usually when it does that, any Pokemon/items/Watts are still there. I've taken the current battery out and put it back in a couple of times too.

I don't connect to my game every day if that means anything.
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WIIGURL99 97 posts since Apr 1, 2010 1. Re: Pokewalker Resetting Question Jul 24, 2011 7:05 PM
I don't know if you know this already but the pokewalker will always reset itself (at least the steps taken that day) everyday at midnight. If you do know this then there might be something wrong w/it like some sort of loose connection that keeps track of how many steps you've taken. And I believe Nintendo and a few other sites (though I think it better to get from Ninty themselves) sells the pokewalker itself. Hope I helped and made sense.

SUPERTOADFAN 7 posts since Apr 12, 2010 2. Re: Pokewalker Resetting Question Jul 24, 2011 7:47 PM
I knew that the PW reset at midnight, but mine has been resetting in the middle of the day.

Well, it still functions just fine, so I'm not going to worry too much about it until I start losing data.

Pokewalker Resetting Question

So it reset on me again today, and yet Pokemon/items/watts are all still just fine. Something did occur to me today though: I know it resets at midnight, but do the steps ever reset if you're not active for so long (similar to how a computer goes into power-save mode after ten minutes, say)?

I've changed the battery 3 times in the last four months, so I don't know what else to do. I guess it's fried..

GAMEBOYADVANCE 37 posts since

It could be possible that the time is set wrong so that midnight for it is the middle of the day for you. I know something was wrong with my DSi internal clock because games that use it to change between night and day (like Legend of Zelda: Phantom Hourglass) were always messed since it was night on the game when in real life it was like 2:00 in the afternoon.

SUPERTOADFAN 7 posts since
Apr 12, 2010 5. Re: Pokewalker Resetting Question Aug 15, 2011 5:02 PM

That must be it. After changing the time on the ds, the pw time is correct. Maybe it won't reset in the middle of the day now. XD

Thank you so much!!

SUPERTOADFAN 7 posts since

Well, I thought that would be it.. I discovered it has a big time difference again. It's reading 11am, and here it is around 3pm.. I guess it's time to invest in a new one. That unfortunatley means losing my wifi courses, but.. oh well.

SUPERTOADFAN 7 posts since
Apr 12, 2010 7. Re: Pokewalker Resetting Question Aug 17, 2011 5:30 PM
I figured it out! Transfer a pokemon either from the ds to the pw, or from the pw to the ds. That should fix the time errors.